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WELCOME TO THE NEW PAMPHLETTE
 Hey everyone.  We at The Pamphlette wrote 

this article last week, but in light of  recent events on campus we 
have had to significantly alter it.  We hope you all like the new, 
streamlined, non-offensive version of  the article!

The other day, I took a long walk around Portland.  
I ran into so many interesting people, and I was so 
surprised at how diverse the city of  Portland truly is.  It 
is like a melting pot of  American culture!

First, I went to SE Belmont street.  On Belmont, I 
saw a lot of  hip looking young white people.  God, hip 
young white people are so                              ! Do they 
all get their                   from the same                       ?  
They probably all have                      ! So predictable!

Next, I went to North Portland.  I saw a lot of  
African American people walking around the streets 
directly north of  NE Alberta.  I thought to myself, 
“Man, African American people are so                              !”  
How many African American people does it 
take to screw in a light bulb?  Four hundred, 
because                                                         

and                                                   therefore                                                            
             . No wonder there are so many 
lightbulbs in North Portland!

Next, I went to a synagogue in downtown 
Portland.  There were so many Jewish people at the 
synagogue, I thought to myself, “Man, what is this, a 

____________._?”  I heard one Jewish person speak 
to another Jewish person in Hebrew, and it sounded 
like some sort of  _________ killing a ________ 
at dusk with some sort of  Jewish ________ . God, 
Jewish people are so _____________ !

On my last stop around Portland, I went to SE 82nd 
and made friends with a number of  Hispanic people.  
I was surprised they were so kind and eager to talk to 
me, because I thought Hispanic people were typically 
__________________ .  There were also so many of  
them walking around the streets, which was contrary 
to my previous beliefs about Hispanic people usually 
being _________________ .  God, Hispanic people 
are so ______________  !

I had thought that my multicultural trip around 
Portland was complete, but then on my very own 
block I ran into a ginger.  “Wow, a real life ginger,” 
I thought to myself.  I thought gingers typically lived 
_________________ with dozens of  ____________ 
covered in blood from ________  .  I guess not!  God, 
gingers are so ___________ !  

by AM

CAPTAIN PLANET IN 2009
MA-TI:  Captain Planet come 
quick there’s a genocide going on 
in Darfur, only you can stop it.

CAPTAIN PLANET:  Is 
there polluting going on in this 
genocide?

MA-TI: I guess not, but Janjaweed 
militias are raping and killing 
thousands of  people.

CAPTAIN PLANET:  But 
they’re not polluting, I have to take 

pollution down to zero, then I can go deal with this 
Barfur.

MA-TI:  It’s Darfur, Captain Planet, and only you can 
stop the killing.

CAPTAIN PLANET:  Oh no, that’s what I’ve been 
telling you, the power is in you.

MA-TI: What power?  All I have is a fucking heart ring!  
People are dying Captain Planet.

CAPTAIN PLANET: Not now, I have more important 
things to deal with.  There are water fountains in 
Portland Oregon that run all the time, even when no 
one is drinking from them!  Think of  the water that 
wastes.  This is just like that time you tried to stop me 
from destroying that evil factory.

MA-TI:  That factory was making generic AIDS drugs 
that could have saved lives!

CAPTAIN PLANET:  It was making acid rain, that’s 
what it was making.

MA-TI: It employed 200 people, how are they going to 
feed their families?

CAPTAIN PLANET: Gaia will provide.

MA-TI:  Fuck your stupid earth mother hippie cult! 
People are dying and one magic tornado from you 
could stop the killing, but no you have to stop people 
from wasting water.  Asshole.

CAPTAIN PLANET:  Ma-Ti, if  I could just say 
something about the importance of  recycl-

MA-TI: Shut up!  Jesus, I used to actually believe this 
shit.  I gave you all these years of  my life, all of  us did, 
and for what?  I spent ten years away from my family, 
not in school, working as an eco-terrorist for you. I’m 
nineteen and I have a second grade education, I come 
from a shitty little town in the Amazon with no running 
water and an average life expectancy of  32!  And do you 
care? No.  You don’t give a fuck about any of  us, you 
don’t give a fuck about anything except deforestation 
and yourself !  That’s it (takes off  heart ring and throws it 
at Captain Planet) I’m through with this shit. I’m never 
recycling again.  In fact, I think I’m going to go out 
and buy some aerosol cans and spray them into the air 
just for shits and giggles, maybe I’ll start a forest fire, 
or dump toxic chemicals into the ocean.  What do you 
think about that Captain Planet?  (Storms off)

CAPTAIN PLANET:  Oh well, I guess some people 
just don’t care about mother earth as much as I do.  
(Turns to Linka) Now, what were you trying to say to 
me Linka?

LINKA:  Captain Planet, come quick, terrorists linked 
with Al Qaeda are threatening to blow up a hospital, 
only you can stop them.

CAPTAIN PLANET:  Hmm, are these terrorists 
polluting?

THINGS OBAMA DID 
AFTER WINNING THE 
NOBEL PEACE PRIZE

I REVIEW CARS BECAUSE I CAN
HONDA CIVIC

The Honda Civic is a basic and average compact sedan.  
It will get you to work just fine, but if  you are a pimp 
or a monster truck driver or a baker then you may want 
to invest in something flashier.   The Civic is basically a 
Prius without the batteries or the hybrid drive system or 
the Toyota brand.  You’re better off  investing in a Prius.
HUMMER H2

The Hummer H2 is Hummer’s answer to the Toyota 
Prius.  It does a good job “looking cool” and “running 
over bitches” but it ultimately misses the mark on fuel 
economy and “futuristic-name-sounding.”  If  you are 
thinking of  buying a Hummer H2, you should stop 
thinking for yourself  and just buy a Prius.
NISSAN ALTIMA

The Nissan Altima is just another Prius-wannabe.  

Whoever designed the Altima definitely just copied the 
Prius.  Think about it: they both have four wheels, they 
both have engines, and they both come in a variety of  
colors.  The Nissan Altima just gives a bad name to all 
things Japanese (besides the Prius; nothing could give the 
Prius a bad name).  Altimately, don’t waste your time or 
money on even considering purchasing a Nissan Altima.  
Instead, divert your resources towards the Toyota Prius
SCION XB

At first I thought this was a car, then I realized it was just 
a joke.  Nice one, Scion.  You almost got me there.
TOYOTA PRIUS

The Toyota Prius is nice and all but it is definitely 
overrated.  People just will not fucking shut-up about it!  
It’s so annoying!

by AM

by JB

Pretended to act • 
surprised.

Re-printed all his • 
business cards to read, 
“Barack Obama: best-
selling author, first 
black president, and 
Nobel Peace Prize 
winner,” instead of  
“Barack Obama: best-

selling author, first black president.”

Called Al Gore and left message on answering • 
machine taunting him for only being a vice 
president and Nobel Peace Prize winner.

Asked Nobel Prize in Literature winner Herta • 
Müller and Nobel Prize in Chemistry winner Ada 
E. Yonah if  they wanted to “hang out and discuss 
Nobel stuff.”

Made Michelle call him “Mr. Peace Prize” in bed.• 

Started a cabinet meeting by complaining loudly • 
about how expensive medal polish is, asking if  
anyone else in the room has that problem.

Tried to win an argument by saying, “Hello!       • 
Nobel Peace Prize winner here!!!” and pointing to 
his chest.

Worked to achieve world peace.• 
by JB

Hey folks.  On Tuesday we are hosting a forum to 
discuss issues raised by our last issue of  The Pamphlette.  
If  you feel like you have something to say about the 
whole affair, please come and make your voice heard.  
The forum will be at 5:00 PM in Vollum Lounge on 
Tuesday, October 13th.  

See you all there!

Me and my new friends.

:ANNOUNCEMENT: 
THE FORUM

PS: Pizza will not be 
provided.

Captain Planet.


